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Wa
arsaw M
Must Re
espond
d to Pla
anetary
y Emerg
gency
Climaate change is
i real; it’s happening
h
a an alarming rate, and
at
d human‐activities,
main
nly the burning of fossill fuels, are ccausing it, warned
w
the IPCC1 warneed in
Septeember.
The devastating
d
g human facee of this traggedy has beeen on displlay in the
Philip
ppines this week, wherre one of thee strongest typhoons ever recordeed made
landffall, costing thousands of lives and
d homes. Clim
mate impaccts are alreaady
affecting million
ns of people across the world
w
in thee form of more
m
unpred
dictable
rainffall patternss, more erraatic severe aand extremee weather, rising
r
sea lev
vels and
meltiing glaciers. This is puttting pressu
ure and stresss on our faarmers and food
f
systeems, drivingg price spikees, food shortages and more hungeer.
And many
m
millio
ons more co
ould be affeccted in the future
f
as ho
omes, and
comm
munities aree destroyed
d and our livves and livellihoods are disrupted or
o lost ‐
unlesss world leaaders take meaningful
m
aaction again
nst climate cchange.
So far, governmeents and bu
usiness leaders have faiiled to put th
he world on
n a path
to su
ustainable an
nd climate‐ffriendly dev
velopment for
f all that sstays within
n
ecolo
ogical limitss. That is wh
hy frustratio
ons are risin
ng, and civil disobedien
nce is on
the in
ncrease. CO₂ emissionss are at an all‐time high
h. We stand with those, like the
Arctiic 30, who stood up for the interests of us all by
b saying no
o to further fossil
fuel extraction.
e

1

IPCC
C – Internation
nal Panel on Climate Changee
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We, six of the worlds’ largest environmental and development non‐government
organizations, with the International Trade Union Confederation, make a unified
call to governments to act on the findings of the IPCC at the UN Climate
Conference in Warsaw and to:
1)

Set and implement 2020 targets for climate pollution cuts that are
stronger, not weaker;

2)

Ensure that the finance and technology support promised for the
world’s most vulnerable is delivered so that they can adapt to
climate impacts; and

3)

Create protections for people from the new risks posed by a changed
climate (i.e. a meaningful mechanism on Loss and Damage) and in
the just transition necessary to confront the climate crisis.

If all of these tests are not met, it will represent a tragic failure:
A failure by developed country governments to live up to their legal and moral
obligations – governments that are undermining this process by consistently
negotiating in bad faith and having brought nothing to offer.
A failure of developing country governments to defend the needs and rights of
their people.
A failure by us to successfully amplify the call from ordinary people to do
everything in our power to avert the climate crisis.
Warsaw should be a step forward for a just transition, shifting our communities
and economies onto a more sustainable path. Governments must start this
transition and ensure the decent jobs of a sustainable future are available for all.
The energy sector is at the forefront of this transition, as it is the main source of
climate pollution. Extraction of fossil fuels is also increasingly a driver for the
displacement of people, local pollution, water shortage and loss of biodiversity.
At the same time, renewable energy provides a straightforward, proven and
increasingly affordable solution (with far fewer direct impacts) that can also
bring energy access to the 1.3 billion people currently without power. If we are
to follow what the science says, then we have to stop investing in fossil fuels and
shift those investments into energy efficiency and sustainable renewable energy.
Governments at Warsaw should take concrete steps to
•

stop public handouts to dirty energy companies and to support measures
such as a globally funded feed in tariff that would bring clean, affordable
energy to the world’s poor; and to

•

provide public funding at scale to support desperately needed adaptation
efforts; and establish a meaningful mechanism to deal with loss and
damage.
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We call on all leaders to prove in Warsaw that they will choose clean energy over
dirty energy, renewables over fossil fuels, peoples’ needs and desires over
corporate interests, and a safe future without run‐away climate change.
Signed:
Kumi Naidoo, Executive Director, Greenpeace International
Winnie Byanyima, Executive Director, Oxfam International
Sharan Burrow, General Secretary, International Confederation of Trade
Unions
Harjeet Singh, International Coordinator – Disaster Risk Reduction and Climate
Adaptation ActionAid International
Samantha Smith, Leader, Global Climate & Energy Initiative, WWF International
Asad Rehman, Head of International Climate, Friends of the Earth (Europe)
Mohamed Adow , Senior Advisor on Climate Change, Christian Aid

For further information, please contact:
Mandy Woods, email: mwoods@wwf.org.za, mobile: +48 515 289 239
Sam Fleet, email: Samuel.fleet@foeeurope.org, mobile: +48 537 884 902
George Smeeton, email: GSmeeton@wwf.org.uk, mobile: +44 (O) 7917 052 948
Ian Morrison, email: ian.morrison@wwfus.org, mobile: +1 202 372 6373
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